
Minutes FSCL Meeting 2023/05/17 
 

Attendees: Jule, Shawon, Urban, Urs, Yixuan 

Minutes: Jule 

Chairperson: Urs 

 

 

Urs officially opens the session. 

 

 

TOP 1    Freshmen 
Posters / stickers in FSCL room. Math tutor needs key. 

No new problems have reached us. Everything seems to be fine. 

 

TOP 2    Answering mails 
Sperrmüll: Fabian asks how it’s done at the Campus Beach; dishwasher 

No new relevant emails have reached us. 

 

TOP 3    Events 
International potluck on 26th May. We need to share the google document. We should decorate our room. Fabian asks 

stuvus/Campus Beach if it is possible to get a hot plate. Urs asks in FG-Vernetzungs-Chat about food containers. Max 

creates poster for international potluck.  

The pub quiz was a success. 
Let’s bring away the Pfand next week. 
 
Urs Does the Abrechnung for the pub quiz spendings. 

Urs Sends an email to the students including the google doc about the potluck. 

Shawon Spreads information about the potluck via Discord, Telegram. 
 

TOP 4    Buying Stuff / Abrechnung 
Kitchen stuff: We want to buy a waffle maker. Marc checks if the stuvus application for the waffle maker is still valid. 

IMS-weekend: Marc does the Abrechnung for the IMS-weekend. 

We want to buy big plant. Opu makes stuvus application. 

We postpone this topic. 

 

TOP 5    Party in the pool 
Marc creates a draft for the poster. 

We postpone this topic. 

 

TOP 6    Email Spam 
Monthly there’s a mail about the HIWI working hours. Urs wrote to Edgar about this issue. We’re waiting for a response.  

Urs Reminds Edgar about the mailing list. 
 

TOP 7    ALUMNI 
Idea: Create an ALUMNI for the IMS. Ideas: mailing list, website. Sven drafts an Email. 

We postpone this topic. 



 

TOP 8    Replace Phoenix poster 
Replace phoenix poster with list of servers. 

We close this topic as it can be included in the poster against a pool party. 

 

TOP 9    Arbeitsgruppe examination regulation 
An Arbeitsgruppe should be found dealing with redesigning the bachelors study program / 

the methods course. Someone should be part of this Arbeitsgruppe that finished the 

Bachelor in Stuttgart. And also someone that took Methods. Let’s try to find some students 

in the upcoming days. 

 

Urs officially closes the session. 
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